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Abstract 
Up to now no non-repudiation service is spezified that is able to prove the settlement of a 
mutual agreement carried out by electronic data communication. Usually all parties to an 
agreement would sign the same document exposing the object of the agreement, for instance, 
an agreement to rent a house. That contract protects any signatory of each other's false denial 
having entered into the agreement. On the other hand the contract proves the settlement of that 
agreement against any third party. To achieve this service a new non-repudiation mechanism 
is presented within this contribution. It is based on the electronic pendant of the hand-written 
signature, the digital signature. All actions to be done are serialized so that digital signatures 
and confirmations could be calculated by several signatories step by step. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In general the goal of non-repudiation services is to generate, collect, maintain, make availa
ble and validate irrefutable evidence concerning a claimed event or action in order to resolve 
disputes about the occurrence or non occurrence of the event or action. Several non-repudia
tion services and mechanisms based on symmetric and asymmetric cryptographic techniques 
are standardized by ISO (International Organization for Standardization) and IEC (Interna
tional Electrotechnical Commission) and described in the multipart Standard [IS0_13888]. 
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Non-repudiation policies are described in [IS0_10181]. To get an introduction to non-repu
diation services the reader is reffered to [Herda_95]. 

Known non-repudiation mechanisms are specified to establish the following non-repudi
ation services: non-repudiation of origin, delivery, submission and transport. The means, these 
services are achieved by, are digital signature techniques. If necessary they have to be sup
ported by certification, time stamping and notarization techniques [150_7498]. In particular 
digital timestamping to support non-repudiation is described in [PiFr_96]. 

The purposes of all non-repudiation services published up to know are to prove evidence 
about a particular event or action initiated by one party only. This means that a non-repudia
tion token will be generated proving exactly the coherence of the action or event and the entity 
involved in that process. In Figure 1.1, for example, a non-repudiation of origin token links 
the action or event indicated by the field 'data' and the 'originator' in such a way that the 
originator cannot deny his originatorship. On the other hand the originator is able to prove his 
originatorship against any third party. 

digital sig~~ature 

non-rqudiiJiion of origin 
proof of orlgilullonhip 

Figure 1.1: Non-repudiation of origin 

In addition to that the new non-repudiation service proposed in this paper delivers non-repu
diation of mutual agreement. In this context such a mutual agreement could be, for instance, 
mutual authentication of two (or more) entities as well as a billing transaction. The service 
achieves the evidence that two entities, for example, are involved in the action or event re
corded and documents the result verifiably. In case of mutual authentication the result exists 
in mutual acceptance of the authentication of each other [Piitz_95, Piitz_97]. That includes the 
own acceptance of the authentication of the communication partner as well as the proof, that 
the communication partner has accept one's own authentication. This is useful, for instance, in 
future open and heterogeneous mobile radio systems. The home network operator or service 
provider could verify an user-authentication carried out in any network visited by the user. A 
payment transaction like the secure billing mechanism [Piitz_96] provides tokens, that verifi
ably prove the usage of a service by the user delivered by a provider as well as the service 
delivery itself. This method protects the user of a service from being unjustifiably charged by 
the service provider. On the other hand, the user cannot deny against the service provider that 
he has utilized the service he was billed for. 

Another new service named non-repudiation of procedure involvement [ETSI_96] is dis
cussed at the moment but will not be within the scope of this paper. In future this service will 
become a security feature of UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System). 
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2 NON-REPUDIATION OF MUTUAL AGREEMENT 

This paragraph describes the new non-repudiation of mutual agreement service, which results 
in the non-repudiation of mutual agreement token and will be delivered by the mechanism for 
non-repudiation of mutual agreement. The presentation of the new mechanism is based on 
asymmetric cryptographic techniques. In contrast to symmetric cryptographic techniques no 
on-line trusted third party is necessary to calculate evidences. Confidence is limited to certifi
cation authorities. Evidence issuers have to trust only in the drawer (i.e. certification author
ity) of the certificates calculated on their public signature keys. Certification authorities must 
not produce certificates confirming a false coherence of public signature keys and owners. 

The following legend comprises all abbreviations used within this contribution to describe 
the non-repudiation of mutual agreement service, mechanism and token. 

u Hv: Concatenation of u and v 

FLAG: Indicates the type of non-repudiation token 

NROx: Non-repudiation of origin token issued by X 
NRDx: Non-repudiation of delivery token issued by X 
NRMA: Non-repudiation of mutual agreement token 

A,B: 
ITS: 
TP: 
STS: 
TS: 
RNDx: 
Sigx(m): 
h(m): 

M,.: 

Distinguishing identifiers of the non-repudiation token issuers 
Trusted timestamping service 
Third party 

Secure timestamp 
Timestamp issued by a trusted timestamping service 
Random number of X 

Digital signature of X on message m 
Hash value on message m 
calculated by a collision resistant one-way cryptographic hash function 

Messages achieving the non-repudiation of mutual agreement service, n E N 

Figure 2.1: Abbreviations used within this contribution 

2.1 Non-repudiation of mutual agreement service 

The non-repudiation of mutual agreement service is intended to protect the parties entered into 
an agreement against each other's false denial of having settled that contract as well as to 
protect them against pretensions or objections of any third party to that agreement. 

Therefore the involved parties confirm to each other the object of the agreement as well as 
the other one's acceptance on it. Confirmations are accomplished by non-repudiation of origin 
on all data exposing the object of that special agreement. Acceptances are delivered by non
repudiation of delivery on the preceding non-repudiation of origin. See Figure 2.2. 

The object of the agreement has to consist of the identifiers of all parties involved, of a 
timestamp specifying the date the contract has been made as well as of a description of the 
arrangement itself. In general any non-repudiation service requires to include a secure time
stamp in the corresponding non-repudiation token. This timestamp guarantees any agreement 
to be arranged into a correct sequence of all contracts or into the course of time and enables 
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Figure 2.2: Non-repudiation of mutual agreement 

any third party to reconstruct and verify the agreement. Would any party that has entered into 
an agreement change her mind the parties involved could made a new agreement renewing the 
previous one. 

2.2 Non-repudiation of mutual agreement token 

The non-repudiation of mutual agreement token (NRMA) described in Figure 2.3 is a data field 
associated with a message data to be confirmed at least by two entities, entity A and B, in a non
repudiable way. The token's notation depends on the used signature scheme: digital signatures 
with appendix [ISO_l4888] or digital signature scheme giving message recovery [IS0_9796]. 

Further on the token's notation will base on digital signatures with appendix. The whole 
token consists of two parts: one (or more) non-repudiation certificate CERT and, optionally, a 
text field text containing additional information that does not necessarily need to be certified, 
such as key or message identifiers as well as certificates on the evidence issuer's public signa
ture keys. 

A certificate CERT, furthermore, consists of a data field z and three signatures calculated 
on that data field by A and B. The data field z to be certified consists of a flag (FlAG) indi
cating the type of non-repudiation being provided, the distinguishing identifiers A and B of the 
evidence constructors, a secure timestamp STS and the data field data itself describing the 
object of the mutual argreemcnt to be documented. The secure timestamp STS has either to be 
provided and validated by A and to be checked and validated by B or to be distributed by a 
trusted timestamping service ITS. In this case, the secure timestamp within the data field z 
could be of the extended form to be seen in Figure 2.5 . 

NRMA =text IICERT(z) 

with 
CERT(z) = z II SigA(Z) II Sigs(z II SigA(Z)) II SigA(Sigs(z // SigA(Z))) 

z =FlAG //A 1/B 1/STS //data 

Figure 2.3: Non-repudiation of mutual agreement token 
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z IISigA(z): 

- NROAonz 

z II SigA(Z) II SigB(z II SigA(z)): 

NROsonz 
- NRDs on z and NROA 

- NRDA on z and NR08 

Figure 2.4: Type of single non-repudiation properties within NRMA 

In combination with the data field z in Figure 2.3 the first signature SigA(Z) calculated by A on 
that data field z is equivalent to a non-repudiation of origin token (NRO) on z. In the same 
way the signature of B builds a non-repudiation of d~livery token (NRD) on z and on the NRO 
of A as well as a non-repudiation of origin token of B on the data field z. Furthermore the sec
ond signature of A builds a non-repudiation of delivery token on the data field z as well as on 
the NRO of B. Figure 2.4 shows single non-repudiation properties within NRMA. 

Finally A and B confirm to each other having calculated a NRO on the data field z as well 
as having generated a NRD on the concatenation of z and the NRO of the other entity. There
by both parties prove their knowledge and acceptance of the data field z to each other as well 
as the knowledge of the other one's acceptance of the data field z. 

In case of generating the timestamp by the evidence issuers any third party that should 
verify the NRMA has to trust in the correct verification of the timestamp by A and B. The 
correctness depends on mutual scrutiny by A and B while carrying out the non-repudiation 
mechanism (paragraph 2.3). Both parties should ensure the validity of the timestamp STS. 
Therefore fraud of one of that parties, A or B, will be prevented. In this context a third party, 
nevertheless, is not able to detect common fraud of A and B. Common fraud will be restricted, 
for instance, by applying an extended timestamp STS. generated by a trusted timestamping 
service ITS. That service has to be trusted by evidence issuers as well as by all verifiers. 

Additional requirements may be needed to enable A and B to receive the extended current 
and secure timestamp STS. from a trusted timestamping service ITS. To guarantee the cur
rency of the extended timestamp STS., a challenge/response mechanism is needed to be imple
mented between A, B and the timestamping service. Furthermore the timestamping service has 
to authenticate his response by calculating a signature on the challenge RNDAJ RNDs, h(m.), 
the timestamp TS and his own identifier ITS. By his signature, furthermore, he guarantees in-

STS. = TS //ITS IIRNDA 1/RNDs 1/Sigrrs(TS 1/TTS 1/RNDA I/RND8 1/h(m.)) 
m, = A 1/ B 1/ data 

Figure 2.5: Extended secure timestamp STS. 

Type of single non-repudiation properties within NRMA 
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tegrity of the response-data. The hash-value h(m.) calculated on A U B U data delivers anonym
ity of the parties A and B involved in the 'Request for timestamping service' and prevents 
from interpretation of information included in the data field data by the trusted timestamping 
service. The mechanism itself to receive the extended timestamp is out of this paper's scope. 
More detailed information is described in [DeSa_81, PiFr_96, HaSt_90, Schn_96]. 

Entity A 

- constructs 
z 

- calculates 
SigA(z) 

- verifies 
Sigs(z II SigA(z)) 

- calculates 
SigA(Sigs(z II SigA(z))) 

- constructs 
NRMA =text IICERT(z) 

with 

(message M1) 

Entity B 

- verifies 
z u SigA(Z) 

- calculates 
Sig8(z II SigA(z)) 

- verifies 
SigA(Sigs(z II SigA(Z))) 

- constructs 
NRMA =text UcERT(z) 

CERT(z) = z II SigA(Z) II Sigs(z II SigA(z)) II SigA(Sigs(z II SigA(z))) 
z =FLAG IIA liB liSTS llh(data) 

Figure 2.6: Message Dow needed to achieve the 
non-repudiation of mutual agreement mechanism 

" If both parties, A and B, possess of all infonnations included in z, the transmission of z as part of message M1 
could he economized. Then z has to be calculated by both entities, A and B. 
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2.3 Mechanism to achiev non-repudiation of mutual agreement 

After having pointed out the new non-repudiation service and token in the previous two para
graphs now the mechanism to achieve non-repudiation of mutual agreement is described. 

In Figure 2.6 the necessary message flow is to be seen. It consists of three messages M 1 to 
M3 exchanged between the entities A and B involved in the issuing of the evidence. In each 
message a new digital signature is calculated depending on any previous one as well as on 
their credentials. In case of two signatures this construction is called double-signature, in gen
eral it is named multisignature. Several multisignature schemes based on Fiat-Schamir, Dis
crete Logarithm and RSA have been published [HaZh_92, ItNa_83, Oh0k_91, Okam_88]. 
Also risks and different attacks on vulnerable multisignature schemes are pointed out in 
[HoMi_96, HoMP _95] . The issuer of each new signature confirms the correctness of all sig
natures calculated before as well as of all signed credentials. 

Within the new mechanism described above on the whole three signatures have to be gen
erated, two by entity A and one by entity B. After the last step (message M3) both entities, A 
and B, dispose of the whole evidence, consisting in the non-repudiation of mutual agreement 
token NRMA. A similar approach of evidence generation in context with secure internet 
banking is described in [Koll_96] . 

2.4 Generalization: n-party NRMA 

If, in general, n parties x. to an agreement with n E N are involved in a contract, altogether 
m = 2n-1 signatures have to be calculated. See Figure 2.7 for details. To construct then-party 

··· 00 

• + 
l .... D D+l lD·l lD-1 

Figure 2.7: Example of n-party NRMA 
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1. Construction of n-party RMA 

M, M~~ M.l (M~ .•• ,M..z, M.1) 
D•l 

~ ~ ~ 

0 0 ... @ 0 
'11...__..1 ......___..., 

~ 
M 11o-2 Mw M. (M • •.. , M1o» M~v 

n· l 

2. Di tribution of n-party RMA 

~ 
0 0 ... @ 0 

MJa-1 M,... M•J (M"""1, .•. , M~ MJ-)) 
n·l 

Tolal number or 3(n· l) 

Figure 2.8: Message exchange needed to construct and distribute n-party NRMA 

NRMA and distribute the calculated non-repudiation of mutual agreement token between all 
parties participated in this agreement k = J(n-1) messages have to be exchanged between 
them. Figure 2.8 shows the message exchange. 

3 FAIRNESS 

A very important issue related to mutual agreement is fairness. But fairness is no property 
which could be presupposed by each party that wants to enter in an agreement. 

In this context fairness depends on the sequence of signatures and messages used to con
struct and distribute the non-repudiation of mutual agreement token. It has to be guaranteed, 
that the non-repudiation token will be valid only if he is not affected or divided into several 
parts. Unvalid (parts of) non-repudiation tokens could result from interrupted non-repudiation 
mechanisms. Therefore it is possible that one party, i.e. party B in Figure 2.6, will receive 
message M 1 from party A without being forced to construct and send message M2• But now 
party B possesses a digitally signed message M 1 from A. To prohibit fraud each signature is 
calculated at least on the data field z which consists of a flag (FLAG) indicating the signature 
as part of a non-repudiation of mutual agreement token. Furthermore to prevent chosen cipher
text attacks each message to be signed has to be expanded by a time variant parameter. 
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4 SUMMARY 

This contribution presents a new non-repudiation service named non-repudiation of mutual 
agreement. In contrast to all non-repudiation services standardized by ISO/IEC and published 
up to now this service undeniably proves the agreement entered into by two or more parties. It 
is intended to protect the parties entered into an agreement against each other's false denial of 
having settled that contract as well as to protect them against pretensions or objections of any 
third party to that agreement. The non-repudiation service, mechanism and token are de
scribed in detail. They will be supported by asymmetric cryptographic techniques and multi
party signatures. The notation is based on digital signature schemes with appendix. To guar
antee that the calculated non-repudiation token is unique secure timestamps are applied. A 
message flow is indicated that achieves the new mechanism. 
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